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 The Kingdom of Saudi ArabiaThe Kingdom of Saudi Arabia  

  

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (Arabic:  ا����د�� �
 (al-Mamlakah al-Arabiyyah as-Saūdiyyahا����� ا����
is the largest country on the Arabian Peninsula. It is bordered by Jordan on the northwest, Iraq on the 
north and northeast, Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain, and the United Arab Emirates on the east, Oman on the 
southeast, Yemen on the south, the Arabian Gulf to its northeast and the Red Sea to its west. 

The Kingdom is sometimes called "The Land of The Two Holy Mosques" in reference to Mecca and Medina, 
the two holiest places in Islam. In English, it is most commonly referred to as Saudi Arabia, often as just 
Saudi or the Kingdom by many English-speaking expatriates in the kingdom, or less commonly (as in 
international football events or in the national press) as KSA or SA. Sometimes Arabia is used to refer to 
the nation, but the term can also refer to the entire Arabian Peninsula. The Arabic short form is usually as-
Saūdiyyah  ( ).ا����د��  

Saudi Arabia is the world's leading petroleum exporter and petroleum exports fuel the Saudi economy. Oil 
accounts for more than 90 percent of exports and nearly 75 percent of government revenues, facilitating 
the creation of a welfare state. 

Flag Coat of Arms  

Motto 

(  � إ�� إ� ا� �
	� ر��ل ا� Arabic) 
Lā ilāhā illā-llāhu; muhammadun rasūlu-llāhi  (transliteration) 

"There is no God but Allah; Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah" (the Shahadah)  

 Capital 
 (and Largest City) 
 
 

     Riyadh 

    24°39′N, 46°46′E 

Courtesy http://www.wayfaring.info/category/countries/saudi-arabia/ 

The mosque at Mecca The mosque at Medina 



 Official Language Arabic 

 Government Monarchy 

 King Abdullah bin Abdul Aziz Al Saud 

 Crown Prince Sultan bin Abdul Aziz Al Saud 

Establishment  

 Kingdom Declared January 8, 1926 

 Recognized May 20, 1927 

 Unified September 23, 1932 

Area  

 Total 
2,149,690 km2 (14th) 
829,996 sq mi 

 Water (%) Negligible 

Population   2008  Estimate  

 Total 28,686,633 1 (43rd) 

 Density 11 / km² (205th)   29 / sq mi 

GDP  (PPP)   2008 Estimate  

 Total $582.8 billion (23rd) 

 Per Capita $ 20,700 (58th) 

Miscellaneous 

 Currency Riyal 

Time Zone AST (UTC+3)  (+3GMT) 

Summer (Not Observed)  (UTC+3) 

Internet TLD .sa 

Country Code + 966 



The City of Jubail The City of Jubail   
 

Jubail (Arabic: " �
" ا��� Al Jubayl), is a city in the Eastern province on the Arabian Gulf coast of Saudi 
Arabia. Its full name is Madīnat al Jubayl aş Şinā`īyah (Jubail Industrial City). In 1975, along with Yanbu' al 
Bahr, it was designated as a new industrial city by the Saudi government, and has since seen rapid 
expansion and industrialization. The industrial city is a complex of petrochemical plants, an iron works, a 
number of smaller companies and a Royal Saudi Naval Base. Jubail was a small fishing village until the mid-
1970s at which time it became one of the Kingdom's two newly-created industrial cities. 

Jubail is a place of great antiquity.  There was a settlement here as long as 5000 years ago when the 
climate was wetter and the land was greener.  Its name is unknown but it must have been associated with 
the civilization of Sumeria and Dilmun.  Later the Phoenicians had a port here, where quinqueremes arrived 
heavy-laden with spices from the eastern islands, fine silks from far Cathay, emeralds and rubies from 
Serendib, and sweet-scented woods from India.  Merchants thronged its streets and caravans set out for 
Tyre and Sidon, along a route still used by road and pipeline, for this was the most direct route between 
the eastern Indies and the Mediterranean world.  The Phoenicians gave way to the Hellenes of Alexander’s 
empire and its successors, when the town was perhaps a port for the city of Thaj to the northwest. 
 
In those days the sea was wider, and ancient Jubail was where desert-hills now rise out of the salt-
encrusted coastal sands, which formed as the shallow sea silted up.  It was still a town 1500 years ago and 
its remains can be seen buried under heaps of sand. 
 
As the sea retreated and the climate became arid, the settlement shifted and established itself on the new 
shoreline near the little hill, or “jubayil”, formerly a rocky islet, which gave it its name.  It was also known 
as ‘Ainayn, or “two springs” and is recorded on early 20th century maps as Jubail-ul-bahr or Jubail-on-sea.  
It earned a precarious living from fishing, dates and pearls.  Now usually referred to as old Jubail, it has 
expanded since 1975, has many shops and small industries, a commercial and a fishing port and an 
increasing number of residents.  It is about 12 miles from the College and is the main commercial and 
shopping center for a wide area; at night its neon lights and bright shops attract throngs of shoppers.  In 
the centre of the town, near the gold souq, the clothes-shops, electronics shops and restaurants, is the 
Sharq Hotel, with its varnished carved wooden-paneled walls and its giddy chandeliers, the miniature 
ballroom steps in its recessed entrance and the gilt and many-colored molded-plaster ceiling above.  It is a 
delightful place to meet friends, have a cup of tea and a slice of cake, and relax after shopping. 
 
Jubail Industrial City, or new Jubail, which surrounds the College, has been built since 1975.  To the south 
is the industrial area itself, drab enough during the day, but at night transformed into a dazzling Manhattan 
skyline, its towers and pylons lit by the brilliance of its lights.  There are nights, too, when the sky is lit 
orange by towering flares, burning on top of tall towers.  The college is in an area called Huwaylat, near 
the shore.  It has shops and the Intercontinental Hotel. The hotel has a private beach around a secluded 
lagoon – there is another private beach near old Jubail – but it is also very enjoyable to swim almost 
anywhere along the three miles of sand which fringe the shore.  It is pleasant also to walk northwards 
about two miles along beach and promenade to Fanateer, where a small harbor offers boat-trips at the 
weekend.  There, too, is a modern shopping-mall, with Next and Body Shop, an ice-cream parlor, an 
Internet cafe and other facilities.  Between the Royal Commission building and Fanateer is the Al-Khaleej 
area, where many members of the College staff live. 
 
Above all, new Jubail is a place of trees and flowers.  Brilliant bougainvilleas are everywhere, beds of 
petunias, flowers and flowering-shrubs of all colors line the roads and surround the houses.  Trees, 
carefully planted in groups of different sizes, shapes, and shades of green and blue, contrived by man’s art 
to reflect nature’s own handiwork, refresh the eye and create a constantly changing view, an almost 
Mediterranean landscape.  Deffi Park, with its grassy hills and shaded groves is as green as a London park.  
Fanateer sea-front, with its palms and sea-wall could be in the south of France.  Everywhere the air is 
scented with the heavy aroma of frangipani and of neem-trees, or the sweet resin-smell of blue-gums and 
casuarinas. 
 
Jubail then is a place of contrasts and of delights.  From the bustling streets of the old town to the quiet 
avenues of the new, from the remains of ancient civilization to the most modern industrial development, it 
is a slice of history, a mirror on man’s development. We at Jubail University College hope that you will be 
very happy here. 



JubailJubail ClimateClimate  
 

Here are a few notes which may help you to settle in comfortably and enjoy your sojourn in Jubail.  Jubail 
is situated on the Gulf coast of Saudi Arabia where humid south-easterly maritime air-masses and dry north
-westerly continental and desert air-masses vie for control.  From November or December the climate is 
generally only warm, often cool and sometimes even very cold when bitter winds blow off the northern 
deserts or the Anatolian and Iranian plateaus.  There is also refreshing rain at this season, with crashing 
purple thunderstorms or days of balmy showers.  It is very unreliable and unpredictable but may fall as 
early as October and as late as May.  From April the weather becomes warmer and by June it is hot.  
Nonetheless it is quite tolerable, as it is very dry.  By July the early afternoon temperatures may reach 50°
C and the atmosphere is unpleasantly humid. The humidity lasts until October and declines with the 
temperature when desert air once again becomes dominant. 
 
Some people favor an undershirt or vest as insulation against the heat and humidity.  Have a hat with a 
brim if you intend to go out in the midday summer sun.  Have lots of cotton socks: in hot, humid weather 
they are more comfortable and healthier, even in canvas shoes.  Apart from these you need long-sleeved 
shirts for winter, plus short-sleeved for summer (but remember buildings are air-conditioned and can be 
cold), plenty of casual shirts for leisure-wear, a tie or two, a jacket for when you want to  dress up for a 
dinner or a party and – very important – a warm pullover and zip-up jacket for winter nights.  You need 
several pairs of comfortable shoes for teaching, a strong pair for rainy days and whatever you like for 
casual wear.    



The Royal Commission for Jubail and YanbuThe Royal Commission for Jubail and Yanbu  
 

The Royal Commission for Jubail and Yanbu was conceived through the vision of the Saudi Government 
with the aim of diversifying the Kingdom’s economy and reducing dependence upon exports of crude oil.  
In September 1975, a Royal decree stated that “a Royal Commission shall be formed to implement the 
basic infrastructure necessary to transform the two regions of Jubail and Yanbu into industrial areas.”  This 
Royal charter provided, inter alia, for: 

• An independent commission with a chairman, reporting directly to His Majesty the King, to 
oversee the construction and operation of the twin cities of Jubail and Yanbu (the latter, 
located on the Red Sea about 350  kms. North of Jeddah). 

• The creation of a new entity, the Saudi Basic Industries Corporation (SABIC) to construct and 
operate hydrocarbon-based plants at the twin cities, and elsewhere. 

• A US$ 12 billion system to collect and distribute associated gases then being flared in the 
massive oil fields of the Eastern Province. Both cities would be powered by this hitherto 
wasted resource which would also be used by their petrochemical industries as feedstock. 

 
The Saudi government guided the successful implementation of what are two of the largest construction 
projects undertaken anywhere in the world. At Jubail alone, more than twenty major primary and 
secondary industries are now in operation, producing refined petrochemical products, fertilizers and steel, 
along with hundreds of support industries providing a range of goods and services to local and international 
markets. 
 
Within an over three decades of the initial planning phase, Jubail and Yanbu have established a unique 
place in the development of Saudi Arabia and the industrialized world. 



The CollegeThe College  
 
Jubail University College (JUC) opened in September 2006 with 435 male and female students. The College 
works under the auspices of the Royal Commission for Jubail and Yanbu. 
 

College MissionCollege Mission 
 
The mission statement of Jubail University College is: 

“To contribute effectively to the prosperity of the society through applied education, training and 
applied research, as well as community service.” 

 

College VisionCollege Vision  

 
The vision of Jubail University College focuses on: 

• Programs: providing a high level of educational programs in order to satisfy community 
needs for development and advancement. 

• Community service: making the Jubail University College a vital center for community 
service and social activities. 

• College environment: establishing a college academic and social environment which 
encourages creativity. 

• Facilities and equipment: providing fully developed and highly equipped facilities. 
• Human resources: being a model in educational qualifications, professionalism and 

creativity. 
• Admission: applying selectivity in the admission policy. 
• Output: producing graduates who are highly qualified and greatly in demand in a competitive 

workforce environment. 
  
College ValuesCollege Values  

  

The values of Jubail University College include the following four elements: 
• Commitment: to be committed to Islamic principles and work values. 
• Distinction: to be pioneers and serve as  models in all aspects of work. 
• Balance: to create and implement a balanced approach between traditional values and 

openness to growth and development. 
• Nurturing: to nurture individual abilities and creativity. 

  
College ObjectivesCollege Objectives  

  

The main objectives of Jubail University College can be summarized as: 
• To contribute to the development and prosperity of Saudi society through openness to the 

developed world while observing the principles of Islam. 
• To provide opportunities for the growing numbers of high school leavers (boys and girls) to 

receive higher education and training in order to fulfill their future ambitions. 
• To conduct applied research relevant to projects associated with the localization and 

development of technology, and to solve problems pertaining to that, in the various economic 
sectors.   

• To achieve a distinctive level of performance in the applied academic field to prepare 
professionals who can keep pace with and utilize global technological developments. 

• To provide well-trained and qualified manpower to meet the requirements of industrial 
development projects and investment in Jubail Industrial City. 

• To contribute to the stability of the local community in Jubail Industrial City and to attract 
qualified graduates to work in and manage the city projects. 

  

  

The CampusThe Campus  

  

JUC has a state-of-the-art learning environment. The academic space includes classrooms, computers labs, 
physical sciences labs, faculty and administrative offices and a library. Space for student services and 
activities includes a meeting room, offices and a cafeteria. 



The library plays a major role in providing information, resources and services for the College and 
integrates traditional library services with modern information technology such as full Internet service for 
research.  
 
The aim of the library is to provide materials and the latest information in all disciplines related to JUC 
courses and to ensure that all students and users of the library have an opportunity to use the library 
resources.   



Artist’s impression of the permanent college campus, under construction  

South-East View 

Academic Buildings 

Accommodation 



New campus layout 



At HomeAt Home  

  

The Royal Commission for Jubail and Yanbu, Jubail Project offers a pleasant, safe environment. JUC is a 
comparatively small campus community, and new teachers need to adapt to the environment. Social 
activities are self-directed by community members, and have included groups for different activities.  A 
wide variety of cultural opportunities are available in the Jubail/Dhahran/Al-Khobar area. 
 
JUC Students Affairs Office and the Recreation Centers outside JUC sponsor and assist with activities, 
classes, and self-directed groups.  Due to prevailing local custom, men and women swim separately, and 
adult athletic classes are segregated.  Classes can be joined for a small fee, and have included aerobic 
exercise, karate and other martial arts, swimming lessons, and gymnastics. Thus, through a wide range of 
on-campus and off-campus activities, there are opportunities for improving one’s physical fitness, 
developing cross-cultural awareness and learning new skills. 
 
In addition, other off-campus organizations sponsor visits to local sites of interest.  Day trips have included 
visits to the large open-air Thursday morning market in the coastal town of Qatif, and a well-known camel 
market outside the beautiful oasis town of Hofuf.  These trips provide excellent opportunities to experience 
local culture. 
 
For the sportsman there are many facilities.  The sea is warm enough to swim in between April and 
December and there is a scuba diving-club in Jubail.  Huwaylat has a well-equipped sports center, and 
there are also football and cricket teams locally. 
 

Family Life Family Life   

 
People new to the Middle East undoubtedly wonder how their family will adapt to life in the Kingdom.  
Many families have found Jubail lifestyle uncomplicated by the numerous diversions and demands on one’s 
that impinge on family time at home.  More time is available for family, friends and relationship building.  
Some things that are missing, but which are definitely not missed when here, are fear of personal assault, 
neighborhood and street crime, gangs in schools, and the influence of drugs and alcohol, all of which are 
almost non-existent in Saudi Arabia. 
 
Women occupy a special place in Saudi society.  Ask any Saudi man to whom he owes his first allegiance, 
and he will tell you that it is his mother.  Wives and mothers wield extensive power within the family, but 
once outside the immediate family, men look out carefully for the welfare and well-being of the women of 
their families.  Due to prevailing local custom, the dress code for women is modest.  Saudi law prohibits 
women from driving. 
 
Getting around and Staying ConnectedGetting around and Staying Connected  

 
Each new faculty member is usually placed in the office of someone from the same department who helps 
the newcomer through the first hectic – and sometimes confusing, if not trying – days with advice. 
Neighbors are also usually helpful with advice, directions and an occasional lift into town. Newcomers soon 
meet other new teachers, returning faculty members, staff, and students, and quickly settle into their own 
daily routine of friends and activities. 
 
When settled in your apartment, you can have your private telephone line installed by the Saudi 
Telecommunications.  Mail takes five days to Europe and 10 days to the United States. Taxis are relatively 
cheap and the ride into  the downtown for shopping or a meal runs about SR25 each way.  There are many 
Arabic, Oriental and Western-style restaurants, including a wide range of fast food outlets, in Jubail, Al-
Khobar and Dammam.   
 
Via satellite and a city-wide closed-circuit cable TV system, at least seven English TV channels are regularly 
available (including BBC news, CNN, a movie channel, and other Gulf region English channels).  Several 
English radio stations are also available.  TVs, radios and stereo/CD systems can be purchased both new 
and used (departing expats hold garage sales where bargains can be had).  Due to possible incompatibility 
with signal transmission systems here, you are advised not to import a television from outside Saudi 
Arabia.  A wide, although often expensive, selection of international newspapers and magazines is found in 
town. 
  



RestaurantsRestaurants  
 

There is a variety of restaurants and snack-bars in old Jubail and Fanateer (part of the Industrial City), 
including Lebanese, Chinese, Indian and Thai as well as American fast-food outlets.  One can dine in 
pleasant, comfortable surroundings or in extreme simplicity.  It is possible to have a filling and nourishing 
meal in a South Indian snack-bar for as little as 10 riyals. 
 

BookshopsBookshops  
 

There are excellent bookshops in Huwaylat (Jarir)  and Fanateer (Obeikan), with a wide range of 
interesting material. Books tend to be glossy (e.g. cookbooks) or standard reference works (e.g. English 
books).  They are usually expensive but bargains can be found, such as Penguin classics at 8-10 riyals. 
 
StationaryStationary  
 

A wide range of drawing and writing instruments, and proper airmail paper etc. is available at Al-Maktaba 
in Jubail downtown, at Obeikan in Fanateer and at Jarir Bookstore in Huwaylat. 
 

Home Entertainment Purchases 
 

Most major brand names of television or stereo are available, along with a selection of lesser-known 
brands. 
       Price Range (SR) 
Television      500 – 3000 
DVDs/VCDs      25  -  300 
Compact disc (audio)     40 – 100 
 

ClothesClothes  
 

Designer names are expensive, but excellent and cheap substitutes are available.  Furthermore material 
can be purchased and made up cheaply by tailors in any pattern, or from a picture. 

 

VacationsVacations  
 

Saudi Arabia is a diverse country geologically, climatically and socially.  There are a number of interesting 
historical and archaeological sites ranging from an hour’s drive to two days’ drive from Jubail.  Far from 
being only the common stereotype of barren rocky desert, Saudi Arabia has mountains, an escarpment 
rising dramatically from the western coastal plain, agricultural highlands, coastal and desert oases, 
towering sand dunes and stunning diving, especially along the west coast.  Snow is not unknown in Hail 
and at Al-Souda, the highest point in Saudi Arabia, near the southwestern city of Abha (further south than 
Jubail).  The only requirement for travel in Saudi Arabia is a residence permit. There are a few 
archaeological sites which also require a visitor’s permit from the Office of Antiquities. 
 
Saudi Arabia is well-situated to provide cheap travel to locations ranging from Southeast Asia to Europe.  
People have used their within-the-year vacation time to travel to India, Nepal, Kenya, Egypt, Cyprus, 
Greece, Russia, and other nearby countries.  Closer to  home and requiring less time and preparation, 
some spend a few days in other Gulf states such as the United Arab Emirates or Oman.  It is even possible 
to spend just a weekend in one of these places.  Perhaps easiest of all to reach is the neighboring island 
state of Bahrain because you can drive there.  At off-peak times, one can cross the 25 km King Fahd 
Causeway very quickly, completing both Saudi and Bahrain formalities on a man-made island at roughly the 
center of the causeway.  Bus and taxi services are also available. 
  

ReminderReminder  
 

The following items are regarded as contraband: alcoholic beverages, narcotics, weapons, and 
pornography.  
  



Medical Care Medical Care   
 

The Royal Commission operates free primary care medical clinics in the residential districts.  The clinic staff 
are friendly and helpful, and appointments are on a walk-in basis.  Lab tests and X-rays are free and 
prescription medications are available at the clinic pharmacy free of charge.  The clinic can make referrals 
to the Royal Commission Hospital.  Dental care is also provided free at both clinics and the hospital. 

  
Settling in at Work 
 

In their first semester, new faculty members are usually exempted from the coordination or committee 
work so they can focus on “learning the ropes.”  Of course their participation is welcome if they choose to 
serve on a committee.  Following that first semester, however, committee work which is vital to the 
smooth functioning of the departments, is expected. 
  
Financial and Other Benefits 
 

The rewards of the two-year contract at JUC are plentiful: the experience of a new environment, travel 
opportunities, a savings account unaffected by rent or taxes, and free yearly transportation for the teacher 
and his family back to their home country.  Paychecks include a local transportation allowance. 
 

The only essential items to buy are food and clothing.  A fair  percentage of one’s monthly paycheck can 
be saved. 
  
Other Income 
 

Faculty members can earn additional income by teaching doing extra teaching hours, depending on 
student enrollment and the needs of the college.. 
 
The end-of-service gratuity, awarded upon permanent departure from JUC is paid to all faculty members 
who have successfully completed their first contract with the College.  The first five years are paid at the 
rate of one-half month’s base pay per year of service.  At the end of the sixth year, that amount increases 
to a full month’s base pay per year of service. 
  
Education for Children Education for Children   
 

Public education is offered at Saudi government schools to both boys and girls from all nationalities 
between the ages of 6 and 17 (grades 1-12) for free in Arabic. For those who want to take their children to 
private, often international, schools may check the following contact numbers for further information. 

 
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS GROUP - JUBAIL 
Tel:   341 – 7550 
            341 – 6990 

 
INTERNATIONAL INDIAN SCHOOL, AL-JUBAIL 
Tel:  362 – 4130 
    362 – 3415 
 
AL-HUSSAN (JUBAIL INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL) 
Tel:   341 – 8710 
        341 – 8813 
         341 – 8617 
 
RC KINDERGARTEN (ENGLISH) 
Tel:   341 – 8883 
 
PAKISTAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL JUBAIL 
Tel: 362 – 1110 


